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GY 305: GeophysicsGY 305: Geophysics

Lecture 1: Lecture 1: 
Introduction to HaywickIntroduction to Haywick’’s Version of Geophysicss Version of Geophysics

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH ALABAMA

Geophysics

• Introductions, class policy etc.
• Introduction to geophysics 
• Start of Wave theory (properties of rocks)

TodayToday’’s Agendas Agenda

Introductions The Syllabus

Haywick’s Stuff

1) Wave theory
2) Petroleum

3) Electric Logs
4) Seismology

5) Sequence Stratigraphy

Assessment:

50% of your grade comes from Haywick’s part, 50% from Connors’

The Syllabus Lecture 1: GeophysicsLecture 1: Geophysics
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Geophysical analysis is done when…

1) you can’t get direct access to the rocks
2) you want to “model” a large area quickly
3) you know what you are looking for

GeophysicsGeophysics

Geophysical analysis is done when…

1) you can’t get direct access to the rocks
2) you want to “model” a large area quickly
3) you know what you are looking for

… but every geophysical technique only 
“estimates” geology (lots of interpretation)

GeophysicsGeophysics

There are 2 scales of geophysical analysis:

1) “small-scale” (single well; shallow penetration seismic etc.)

GeophysicsGeophysics

http://www.spwla.org/library_info/glossary/reference/glossd/images/glsp32f1.gif
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There are 2 scales of geophysical analysis:

2) “large-scale” (basin wide surveys)

GeophysicsGeophysics

http://www.seadolby.com/images/the-seafarer-images/seismic-boat.jpghttp://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/fosrec/images/ONeillFig8.jpg

Proposed well

Ultimately what geophysics do is Ultimately what geophysics do is 
to measure the intensity of waves to measure the intensity of waves 
or forceor force fields as they pass fields as they pass 
through geological materials.through geological materials.

They are looking for unpredicted They are looking for unpredicted 
variations  or deviations from variations  or deviations from 
normal (i.e., normal (i.e., anomaliesanomalies))

GeophysicsGeophysics

http://miac.uqac.ca/MIAC/grav-1.jpgGravity map
Yucatan, Mexico

Geological interpretations are Geological interpretations are 
made on the basis of these made on the basis of these 
anomaliesanomalies

GeophysicsGeophysics

http://www.geos.ed.ac.uk/homes/jru/Silverpitseismic.jpg

An incredible 3D seismic line 
across a structurally complex area 
of the North Sea (once thought to 
be an impact site, now thought to 
be a collapse structure) 
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So what kind of geophysics is So what kind of geophysics is 
there?there?

Geophysics Geophysics (Haywick stuff in (Haywick stuff in redred))

• Seismology -- Study of natural [from Study of natural [from 
earthquakes] and manearthquakes] and man--induced seismic induced seismic 
waves waves 

• Gravity -- Study of variations in earth's Study of variations in earth's 
gravitational fieldgravitational field

• Electrical Methods -- Use of electrical Use of electrical 
conductivity / resistance of earthconductivity / resistance of earth

• Electromagnetics - Study of inducedStudy of induced
electromagnetic fieldselectromagnetic fields

• Magnetics -- Analysis of variations in Analysis of variations in 
earth's magnetic fieldearth's magnetic field

• Radioactivity -- Study of natural and Study of natural and 
induced response to radioactivityinduced response to radioactivityhttp://www.laynewater.com/images/borehole_geophysics1.jpg

GeophysicsGeophysics
• Seismology - Study of natural [from 

earthquakes] and man-induced seismic 
waves 

• Gravity - Study of variations in earth's 
gravitational field

• Electrical Methods - Use of electrical 
conductivity / resistance of earth

• Electromagnetics - Study of induced
electromagnetic fields

• Magnetics - Analysis of variations in 
earth's magnetic field

• Radioactivity - Study of natural and Study of natural and 
induced response to radioactivityinduced response to radioactivity

Passive methodsPassive methods

Measuring spatial variations of Measuring spatial variations of 
static or natural fields of forcestatic or natural fields of force

Lateral subsurface material Lateral subsurface material 
variations give rise to spatial variations give rise to spatial 
variations in the fieldsvariations in the fields

There is inherent ambiguity in There is inherent ambiguity in 
interpretations (multiple interpretations (multiple 
solutions)solutions)

GeophysicsGeophysics
• Seismology - Study of natural [from 

earthquakes] and man-induced seismic 
waves 

• Gravity - Study of variations in earth's 
gravitational field

• Electrical Methods - Use of electrical 
conductivity / resistance of earth

• Electromagnetics - Study of induced
electromagnetic fields

• Magnetics - Analysis of variations in 
earth's magnetic field

• Radioactivity - Study of natural and 
induced response to radioactivity

Active methodsActive methods

Measurement of wave field Measurement of wave field 
characteristics (i.e. travel times characteristics (i.e. travel times 
of elastic waves, and amplitude of elastic waves, and amplitude 
and phase of electromagnetic and phase of electromagnetic 
waves)waves)

Energy is introduced into Energy is introduced into 
subsurface subsurface -- source and detector source and detector 
controlled (less ambiguity)controlled (less ambiguity)

P and S waves can be used to infer P and S waves can be used to infer 
the state and density of the Earththe state and density of the Earth’’s s 
interior (this is an old technique, interior (this is an old technique, 
first done almost 100 years ago)first done almost 100 years ago)

PP--primary wavesprimary waves

SS-- secondary wavessecondary waves

LL--long waveslong waves

Seismology uses the speed of seismic 
waves to resolve rock density/state

Geophysical TechniquesGeophysical Techniques

Seismic Tomography uses heat effects on seismic wave velocities to 
create 3-D images of Earth’s interior heat flow

Geophysical TechniquesGeophysical Techniques

Seismic Refraction - Measures travel times of seismic waves refracted 
along a velocity contrast (propagation velocity and path controlled by 
density and elastic moduli of the material through which waves pass)

GeophoneGeophone

Geophysical TechniquesGeophysical Techniques
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Seismic Stratigraphy uses wave reflections and refractions to resolve 
surfaces between rock types (Acoustic Impedance) 

Geophysical TechniquesGeophysical Techniques

Well logging uses multiple techniques to detect lithological changes 
and oil/gas

Geophysical TechniquesGeophysical Techniques

Applied GeophysicsApplied Geophysics

Distribution of salt domes and 
salt sheets south of Louisiana

http://www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com/files/OGL98094.gif

Wave Theory

Wave Theory

This is complex stuff to model, so we need to make a few 
assumptions:

Wave Theory

This is complex stuff to model, so we need to make a few 
assumptions:

1) the media must be considered heterogeneous, but we can 
consider this heterogenosity to be the result of stacked horizontal 
layers of different homogeneous materials. 

Homogeneous Shale

Homogeneous Sandstone

Homogenesous Limestone

Overall, 
heterogeneous
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Wave Theory

This is complex stuff to model, so we need to make a few 
assumptions:

2) Seismic disturbances (natural or induced) travel by elastic 
displacements of the media. 

Wave Theory

This is complex stuff to model, so we need to make a few 
assumptions:

2) Seismic disturbances (natural or induced) travel by elastic 
displacements of the media. 

This assumption is totally false in 
the immediate vicinity of the 
seismic source (e.g., shot point of 
earthquake focus). Here, the 
medium is destroyed (consider the 
damage at an earthquake epicenter), 
and the deformation is permanent.

Wave Theory

But as seismic waves travel from the source, media deform 
elastically to permit transmission of the waves. This is simple 
harmonic motion and it is transmitted as a complex set of wave 
motions and vibrations.

Wave Theory
Earthquakes generate 
both body and surface 
waves. 

P and S-waves are body waves because they travel through the 
Earth.

P-waves travel through all media and are the fastest (4+ km/s)
S-waves cannot pass through liquids and are slower (3+ km/s)

Wave Theory
Surface waves spread out over the surface and are analogous to 
ripples on the surface of a pool of water. There are 2 categories of 
surface wave (collectively called L-waves):  

Wave Theory
Surface waves spread out over the surface and are analogous to 
ripples on the surface of a pool of water. There are 2 categories of 
surface wave (collectively called L-waves):  

Rayleigh waves (LR) vibrate 
in a vertical orientation but in 
combination with forward 
propagation, forces the 
particles that comprise the 
media to move in a 
retrograde ellipse.
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Wave Theory
Surface waves spread out over the surface and are analogous to 
ripples on the surface of a pool of water. There are 2 categories of 
surface wave (collectively called L-waves):  

Love waves (LQ) are 
vibrations that ore orientated 
in a plane horizontal to the 
earth’s surface and thus are 
more purely shear (SH) 
vibrations 90 degrees. 

Wave Theory
When a body wave propagates a certain distance from the seismic 
source (say out of the damaged zone), the wavefront (the surface 
consisting of particles that all vibrate the same) is spherical in 
form. 

Wave Theory
When a body wave propagates a certain distance from the seismic 
source (say out of the damaged zone), the wavefront (the surface 
consisting of particles that all vibrate the same) is spherical in 
form. 

At greater distances, the 
spherical shape of the 
waveform flattens out 
significantly forming a 
plane wave. 

Wave Theory
When a body wave propagates a certain distance from the seismic 
source (say out of the damaged zone), the wavefront (the surface 
consisting of particles that all vibrate the same) is spherical in 
form. 

At greater distances, the 
spherical shape of the 
waveform flattens out 
significantly forming a 
plane wave. 

P-component

Wave Theory
When a body wave propagates a certain distance from the seismic 
source (say out of the damaged zone), the wavefront (the surface 
consisting of particles that all vibrate the same) is spherical in 
form. 

At greater distances, the 
spherical shape of the 
waveform flattens out 
significantly forming a 
plane wave. 

SH-component
(Horizontal)

Wave Theory
When a body wave propagates a certain distance from the seismic 
source (say out of the damaged zone), the wavefront (the surface 
consisting of particles that all vibrate the same) is spherical in 
form. 

At greater distances, the 
spherical shape of the 
waveform flattens out 
significantly forming a 
plane wave. 

SV-component
(Vertical)
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Wave Theory
In order to be able to interpret geophysical data, some understanding 
of  mathematical modeling is necessary:

e.g., this is the one-dimensional 
equation of motion

Wave Theory
In order to be able to interpret geophysical data, some understanding 
of  mathematical modeling is necessary:

And this is one-dimensional wave 
equation

Chalk Board

Wave Theory
Three dimensional modeling is of course more complex and yet is 
still limited due to the assumptions made earlier.

Wave Theory

Fortunately, you do not 
have to always fully 
understand the math/physics 
to be a good geophysicist.

All it takes is practice and 
patience 

Upcoming Stuff

Wednesday Lecture: 
Reflections and refractions (Physics part 2)

Thursday Lab: 
Bring a scientific calculator


